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This article was first published in April 2013, however the content remains “evergreen” 
when revisited in the context of the latest proposed amendments to the Income 
Tax Act. The practical examples provide valuable charitable gifting tools for any 
Professional Advisor and become increasingly relevant as Calgary’s boomer 
generation of entrepreneurs plan their retirement. 

Over the past decade, there has been a series of significant 
legislative events that I would call the perfect storm of opportunity 
for your clients to make a significant charitable gift to their 
favourite charity. While legislative changes alone should never be 
sufficient grounds for any charitable gift, for a philanthropically-
inclined client that is facing certain financial situations at this 
stage in their life, a little pre-planning can save hundreds of 
thousands of taxation dollars while making their philanthropic 
dreams come true.

What types of situations am I referring to? Over the past year, there 
seems to be an increasing number of our clients, High Net Worth 
(HNW) and otherwise, undergoing substantial life changes. This 
would include the selling of their business or retirement, selling 
off assets no longer needed, loss of a spouse, and so forth. These 
situations often generate significant tax issues for the client, as 
well as situations where the philanthropic client can address some, 
or all, of their tax issues by using charitable gifting.

DEWAYNE OSBORN
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Estate planning using the ACB Pipeline

1 The intent to this article is to not promote any particular planning strategy. Rather to encourage advisors to consider altering existing and well 
understood planning strategies to include charitable giving. 

2 CRA has commented that removal of assets using this strategy could trigger ITA 84(2) thus making the dividend taxable. The final decision on the 
feasibility of this or any other tax avoidance strategy will ultimately rest with the courts.

When this article was first published in 2013, the 
highest personal rate of taxation in Alberta was 
39%, and the highest non-eligible dividend tax rate 
was 29%. Today, those same rates are 48% and 
41.29%, respectively. Today more than ever, advisors 
are planning how to structure their client’s taxable 
income into capital gains while avoiding dividends 
and salaried income. For example, a common estate 
planning problem facing HNW business owners is 
how to tax effectively extract themselves from their 
ownership in the business. Based on a review of the 
pipeline strategies currently promoted by tax advisors, 
the common theme seems to involve creating capital 
gains and eliminating the deemed dividend that 
occurs at time of the death of the shareholder.

If the philanthropically-inclined client is comfortable 
with such levels of estate planning, there are 
opportunities to make significant gifts and avoid 
both taxes without the same concern that CRA might 
challenge the strategy at a later date (as with uses 
of the pipeline strategies). Let us take a look at some 
common promoted strategies and adjust them for a 
charitable gift.

Fact pattern: Donor A is an uninsurable 75-year-
old widower. He is comfortable with relatively 
sophisticated tax planning and completed an estate 
freeze some time ago. He currently owns $2 million 
of preferred shares in PrivateCo with an adjusted 
cost base (ACB) and paid up capital (PUC) of nil. He 
has substantial other assets and his personal tax 
rate at death will be 48%, and his dividend rate will 
be 41.29%. Donor A does not like to pay any more 
tax than absolutely necessary and very recently 
determined that his children were no longer in need 

of money from his estate. For simplicity, assume other 
tax savings measures such as capital dividends and 
loss carry backs are not available.

Prior to July 2017, Donor A’s advisor might have 
presented a strategy used many times before. The 
strategy is known as the “ACB Pipeline” (or simply, 
“pipeline”) and it’s primarily designed to eliminate 
the deemed dividend when shares are redeemed by 
the company.1 Table 1 shows what the advisor plans 
to propose to Donor A:

Facts No Estate  
Planning

Pipeline  
Strategy

FMV* of Shares $2 million $2 million

ACB $0 $0

PUC $0 $0

Capital Gain $2 million $2 million

Deemed Dividend $2 million $0

Tax on Gain @ 48% ($480,000) ($480,000)

Dividend Tax @ 41.29% ($825,800) $0

Total Tax Payable $1,305,800 $480,000
* Fair Market Value

Table 1

Generally speaking, a new company will be formed 
(NewCo) from language in his/her Will. NewCo will 
purchase the PrivateCo’s preferred shares from 
his estate using a promissory note and nominal 
value shares. Upon winding up, NewCo would own 
PrivateCo, and once the shares are converted to cash, 
the promissory note will be paid to the estate on a 
tax free basis. Therefore, the only tax Donor A will 
have to pay is on the $2 million capital gain, which 
is projected to be $480,000 ($2 million X 24%). Before 
proceeding, the advisor will make sure that Donor A 
is comfortable with CRA’s concern with regard to this 
strategy.2 
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Estate Planning Using a Foundation “Pipeline”

3 A qualified appraisal be required to verify the fair market value of $2 million.
4 If the gift is deemed from his Graduated Rate Estate, Donor A will be able to use the $600,000 in tax savings on his/her final two tax returns, or any of 

the first five estate tax returns, or both!
5 The Foundation was one of the five charities that Donor A wished to support. The written direction is commonly referred to as a Deed of Gift.
6 Any Refundable Dividend Tax on Hand (RDTOH) in PrivateCo could be refunded by the taxable dividend paid to the Foundation.

During the meeting, Donor A realized two things: 
1) that the size of the gifts left in his/her Will many 
years ago were no longer sufficient, and 2) the donor 
remembered that some foundations (e.g. Calgary 
Foundation) will accept private shares with a ready 
redemption strategy in place. Donor A mentions these 
two things to his/her advisor and they devise the plan 
shown in Table 2:

Facts No Estate  
Planning

Foundation  
Strategy

FMV of Shares $2 million $2 million

ACB $0 $0

PUC $0 $0

Capital Gain $2 million $2 million

Tax on Gain @48% ($480,000) ($480,000)

Deemed Dividend $2 million $2 million

Dividend Tax @ 41.29% $825,800 $0

Donation of Shares NA $2 million

Tax Credit from Gift* NA $1,080,000

Total Tax Payable** $1,305,800 $0

Table 2 

Instead of striking a NewCo, Donor A makes a 
bequest of all $2 million of his preferred shares to the 
Foundation.3 The Foundation will issue a tax receipt 
for $2 million and the resulting tax credit will wipe 
out the $480,000 in tax on the capital gain, as well 
as allowing an additional $600,000 in tax savings to 
be extended to other income on Donor A’s final tax 
return.4 PrivateCo will redeem the shares from the 
Foundation, which will provide the $2 million in cash 
to be split amongst the charities as per Donor A’s 
written direction to the Foundation.5  The Foundation 
is exempt from income tax, hence does not pay tax on 
the deemed dividend.6

The end result: Donor A does not pay any tax on the 
disposition of his preferred shares and the charities 
he wanted to support will have meaningful gifts to 
do their work. Given that Donor A did not receive 
consideration for making the gift and the charities 
were at arms length to him, this strategy should 
conform with the tax reforms proposed on July 18, 
2017. However we will not know until the comment 
period expires and the final wording is proposed.

Donor A’s Estate
$2 million PrivateCo shares,

ACB=$2 million. PUC=$0

Kids PrivateCo

NewCo
$2 million shares,

ACB=$2 million. PUC=$0$2 million note + shares

   Wound up
into NewCo

Shares

Pays loan
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Figure 1:  Pipeline after 
Donor A’s 
death 

Notes:  * $2 million X 54%
 **  The tax credit eliminates the tax on the 

gain leaving $600,000 in tax savings for 
other income. 
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Private Foundation “Pipeline”
If the client has a redemption strategy in place for 
his or her preferred shares of their HoldCo, the 
aforementioned foundation pipeline strategy works 
very well using a private foundation as the recipient 
charity. Everything as illustrated in Figure 2 is exactly 
the same, except the foundation is controlled by 
Donor A’s family. It is critically important that Donor 
A have a ready redemption strategy for the shares 
to satisfy the forced disposition requirements of the 
Excess Business Holdings (EBH) regime on the newly 
formed private foundation. Besides some special 
reporting requirements for transactions with certain 
persons, this legislation also requires the disposition 
of any class of shares owned by a private foundation 
and or persons not at arm’s length with the 
foundation when the combined holdings exceed 20% 
of the total share class. Note that Excess Business 
Holdings does not apply when the private foundation 
owns 2% or less of any share class.

Why would one consider using a private foundation 
rather than a public one? As mentioned above, 
it has never been simpler to administer a private 
foundation than now. With the removal of the 80% 
spending requirement for tax receipted gifts, donors 
have the flexibility to decide how, how much, and 
when they will support the charities of their choice. 
Secondly, many public charities are unable to fund 
their activities the way the donor wishes. For example, 
the donor may not want to invest in a perpetual 
endowment, but would rather have the funds used 
over a period of time. This “diminishing fund” concept 
is not well received by most endowment-based 
charities. (Note: Calgary Foundation has diminishing 
funds and other non-endowment gifts.) Thirdly, 
the donor can continue using financial planning 
services advising for their new account – the private 
foundation! 

While no consideration was received for the shares, 
the non-arms length relationship between Donor A 
and the private foundation might get caught up in the 
July 18, 2017 proposals. We will have to wait to see the 
final wording of the legislation

Donor A’s Estate
$2 million PrivateCo shares,

ACB=$2 million. PUC=$0

PrivateCo

Foundation
$2 million shares,

ACB=$2 million. PUC=$0$2 million tax receipt

   $2 million cashShares

Shares

Charities

Figure 2: Foundation “Pipeline” Strategy after Donor A’s death
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Gift of existing insurance through a holding company

7 Note that prior to 2007, the FMV of the gift would = the cash surrender value of $11,000.

Here is a real world situation that might be applicable to your client base. The 
client is a 72-year-old recent widower that has several holding companies and 
other commonly used tax structures. As with many high net worth clients, he also 
has several life insurance contracts owned both personally and corporately. The 
client has been making charitable donations for years.

Recently, the client sold some of the corporately-owned leisure property and had 
incurred significant capital gain that would generate $300,000 in taxation. He also 
felt that he no longer needed one of the corporately-owned life insurance contracts 
and was prepared to stop paying the premiums. The contract was a whole life 
policy that guaranteed to pay a death benefit of $2.5 million provided the $16,000 
annual premium was paid. The premium was based on a guaranteed internal rate 
of return of 4% in the policy. 

In discussion with his advisor, it was recommended that the client donate the 
insurance policy to resolve the tax issue at hand and to leave a significant gift to 
three charities he had supported for decades. An actuary assessed the value of 
the contract at $1,070,000 on the condition that the recipient charities guarantee 
that the premiums would be paid.7 By assigning the contract to Foundation A, 
the client eliminated the $300,000 in tax from the sale and had an additional 
$277,800 ($1,070,000 X 54% -$300,000) in tax savings to use in the current year OR over the next five years. Thanks 
to changes in the disbursement quota (see sidebar), Foundation A was able to issue the large receipt because it 
was not required to spend $856,000 in the next year ($1,070,000 X 80%) and Foundation A agreed to pay the annual 
premium as well as 1/3 of the death proceeds received to Charities B and C. A true win-win scenario for all.

Insurance Co.

PrivateCo Foundation A
$1,070,000 Receipt

Death Proceeds

1/3 Proceeds

1/3 Proceeds

$16,000 Premium

$2.5 Million Policy

Charity C

Charity B

Figure 3:  Gift of insurance 
through a holding 
company

On March 4, 2010 
Finance removed 

the requirement 
that charities had 

to spend 80% 
of the value of 

receipts it issued 
in the previous 

year. This 
annual spending 

requirement is 
referred to as the 

disbursement 
quota.
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If you have any questions regarding the content of this article, feel free to contact DeWayne Osborn directly at 
1-800-310-4664 ext. 211 or dosborn@Cardinal.ca

If you would like more information on the philanthropic services, family legacy planning options and approaches 
to planned giving available through Calgary Foundation, please contact Laily Pirbhai, Vice President, Donor 
Engagement at lpirbhai@calgaryfoundation.org 403-802-7718

http://calgaryfoundation.org
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